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FINANCING SERVICES
At Kinly, we aim to make best-in-breed meeting technology as simple as possible.

That doesn’t just mean integrating the best hardware and software, designing 
easy-to-use collaboration solutions, or training your people in their use. It means 
streamlining financing too.



WHAT IS KINLY 
FINANCING?
Designed to maximize your technology investment while giving you  
the freedom to scale, flex and grow with ease, our financing service  
has been created with your needs in mind.

We simplify the process of delivering your teams a cutting-edge 
collaboration workspace by financing new technology on a subscription 
model. This approach naturally eliminates some of the barriers 
which might stand between your business and the digital workplace 
transformation it needs.

Delivered over a 36-month period, Kinly financing allows you to design and 
install a standardised solution, then split payment into monthly invoices.

This marks a shift from a traditional capital expenditure (CapEx)  
model, where you would be expected to supply full payment on  
delivery, to the far more flexible operating expenditure (OpEx) model. 

This option is particularly useful should you choose to make a larger 
investment. Getting your teams to collaborate or your offices to work to 
a hybrid standard rarely means just one Kinly Room, so as you expand 
your meeting room estate, our financing service can expand with you. 

We can grow contracts, split payment across CapEx and OpEx 
models, even negotiate longer terms where needed. 

We are incredibly flexible and you won’t have to contact  
financial bodies independently. 

Everything can run through us to our expert financing partners,  
all of whom have a presence in local regions.
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WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?
Consistent capital

Control your cashflow by opting for a predictable monthly solution. Plus, our 
financing service saves operational capital as you’re able to use the solutions 
effectively from day one, IT teams can be unburdened thanks to built-in support  
and order processes can be standardised too.

We’re flexible

Available with all standardized  Kinly solutions, our financing services give you the 
flexibility to pay as much or as little as you’d like upfront and the security of knowing 
we’ll be here to answer your questions on every step of our journey together.

Lifecycle approach

We’ll assess your assets six months before the end of your existing contract and 
share guidance and data on utilisation, optimisation and the health of your hardware. 
If it will be more cost-effective to design a new solution, we’ll let you know. If you’d 
like to expand your AV estate, we’ll recommend the best way to do that too.

Sustainable solution

When you choose 36-month financing, you choose a sustainable tech solution. 
Should your hardware need to be updated or removed at the end of the contract, 
we’ll take it away and recycle it – that means you never have to worry about the green 
credentials of your tech or the infrastructure you’d need to remove assets yourself.

The very best technology

Financing essentially ensures your tech is evergreen as, with continuous service 
management, we’ll be on hand to recommend needed updates and refresh both 
hardware and software at the end of the term. 
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‘AS-A-SERVICE’ MODELS
‘As-a-service’ models are becoming more and more popular, and for good 
reason. Allowing businesses to spread the cost of significant, though necessary 
investment, this type of service is always relevant. 

That’s all down to its agility. With monthly payments and flexible contracts, 
businesses can afford more and better than if they were forced into CapEx  
models, and that gives them the power to grow at their own pace - giving  
security in their cashflow. 

Though subscription models may be new for some, for countless others,  
they are an expected feature of any deal. For us, they’re an exciting route  
to next-level collaboration tech.

Your account manager will be able to talk you through our financing options in 
more detail, and most operate on the same 36-month plan, but we tend to break 
the service down into four key options which are mentioned on the following page.
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HOW DO WE DELIVER IT?

Technology-as-a-Service

This is the terminology we’ll use if you’re opting for a single device  
subscription. Of course, that likely includes multiples of the same piece  
of software or equipment, but our focus is on technology here, rather than  
a fully integrated solution.

Collaboration-as-a-Service

If you opt for a more varied meeting room configuration which might include 
something like a studio or dedicated training room, we’ll talk about  
Collaboration-as-a-Service when it comes to financing.

Rooms-as-a-Service

When you purchase a standardised  Kinly Room, or a whole suite of them, 
financing is incredibly straightforward. As all your solutions have the same  
set-up, we refer to this as Rooms-as-a-Service.

Leasing

If your needs are short-term, we’ll refer to your financing option in  
a more traditional way. Leasing is akin to renting equipment from us  
as and when it’s needed.



Once we’ve defined your hardware and service requirements, we’ll move into  
the second phase of our financing process. Here we seek credit approval with  
a trusted finance partner and draw up an agreement detailing how costs will  
be broken down over a 36-month period.

Once all the details are agreed, we’ll deliver and install your chosen Kinly 
solutions. In return, you’ll begin to pay a monthly invoice. This means those  
large initial costs you might find with other companies are gone, and instead  
you can manage budgets effectively over a longer timeframe. 

We’ll also set up regular reviews with you so we’re always on hand if you  
need to scale your solution, add new assets or remove elements which  
are being underutilized.
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IT ALL BEGINS WITH  
SCOPING YOUR NEEDS. 
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Working together.
Everywhere.

Why Kinly?
Bringing people & technology together for better productivity wherever the 
work happens – Because great things happen when people work together.

EXPERIENCED

Dedicated expertise in 
planning, supplying, 
integrating and managing 
AV systems integration 
and remote collaboration 
services.

INDEPENDENT 

A leading partner with the 
world’s top vendors to 
deliver the best choice of 
solutions for public and 
private sector businesses.

PROVEN

Globally recognised 
businesses relying on us for 
secure and flexible meeting 
and collaboration services.

SCALE

An end-to-end provider of 
workspace transformation 
services with worldwide 
presence.


